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Abstract L 

Initial operational characteristics of a new Bevatron injector 
system are described. It is capable of providing an independent source 
of ions to the Bevatron through mass 40 The new injector consists of a 
sputter ion PIG source, operating on a 60 kV DC platform, an RFQ 
linac, and two Alvarez linxs. ail operating at 199 MHz. Beams with 
q/,1 2 0 14 UC accelerated to ZOO keV/n in lhe RFQ and to 800 keV!n 
in the first .Alvarez tank. Each Alvarez operates in the 2~ mode, and 
each is followed by a foil stripper. Beams with a q/A 2 0.32 are 
xceleratcd through the second Alvarez to 5 &feV/n. fully stripped, and 
in,jected into the Bevatron. Because the Bevatron can be efficiently 
switched between this injector and the SuperHII,AC injector, a more 
efficient operations schedule is made possible to meet the increasingly 
divewe weds of the Biomed;cul and Nuclear Science research 
programs. 

Introduction 

Since 1971 ions more massive than protons have been accelerated 
in the Bevatron. The first heavy ions, up through 2nNe were 
xcclerated in the 20 MeV proton in,jector operated in the 26X mode 
and litted with a P[C ion source. The available neon intensity in this 
mode was in the microamp rnnye Later on, improvement programs 
resulted in the installation of a heam transfer line to bring ions 
generated at the SuperIlILAC to the Bevatron (creating the Bevaiacl, 
resulting in a high intenrity capability up to 56Fe. Later, the 
installation of a lo-10 torr vacuum system in the Bevatron extended 
the mass capability all the way to 2.1HU. 

An extensive biomedical program developed, tlP<cting patients 
during the day shift, and remains a prime user of ions ‘up through 40A. 
The actu;ll beam time required for treatment is typitally.2 minutes 
out of 30, most of the time is used for patient set-up. To efficiently use 
the facility, the Bevalac was improved to allow rapid ion and energy 
switching, so the physics program could be interlaced with the 
biomedical program. The SuperHILAC is a less flexible machine to 
switch between ions, but has been used this way to improve the 
operational efficiency. In addition, the SuperHILAC has its own set of 
users, all of which must compete wth the Bevalac for beam time To 
remed? the injector availability problem, the 20 tiIeV proton linac was 
evtenslvely modified to a high intensity heavy ion injector with mass 
capabilit,y through 4oA An important goal was to minimize the cosl of 
this conversion and to have no interruption of Bevaloc operation 
dur!ng the rehulldingofthe linac 

‘i’,/ improve the efficiency of hoth the SuperHILAC and the 
FSev:ilr,)li operation, the 20 MeV proton linac underwent extensive 
rno~l!fi~ ation to convert it to a series ot three Linacs, optlmked for the 
ion L:I!!~(’ of zHe to JOA. The system is now up and running The 
injrc,lbr consists of a PIG ion source, operating on a 60 kV platform 
(in~t~~;l~l i,f the original 500 kV Cdckcroft-Walton platform) injecting a 
heavy ion RFQZ. The RFQ accelerates the charge-to-mass (q/A) 2 0.14 
ion to 200 keV/n The beam is injected directly into the first 
(prestripper) Alvarez linac, 3 5 m long, which accelerates it to 800 
keV!n in the 26~ mode. A stripper raises q/A 2 0.32 and the second 
tank. the last 51 cells of the original 74 cell Alvarez linac, further 
raises the energy to 5 MeV!n in the 2EX mode A final stripping foil 
raises the charge state of the ion, if necessary 

The beam from the sputter PIG ion source is analyzed 120” by a 
magnet and focused by an einzcl lens t,o the 60 keV sing!e accelerating 
gap The sputter electrode allows production of metallic ions. The 
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design q/A s 0 14 of the RFQ and iirst Alvarez requires the f4 
charge state of silicon and the +ti charge state of argon The source 
has already produced 433 puA of neon, 133 of silicon. and 33 of argon. 
all in the required charge state, inside a 95% normalized emittance 
contour ,ofO 117 to 0.08~ cm-mrad. The beam is transported to the RFQ 
through a hcam line that include+ a second analysis magnet, which 
doubles as a switching magnet for a future second ion source 

The initial performance of the RFQ has heen previously described 
by Staples2 It accelerates a q/A z 0.14 ion from 8 4 to 200 keV/n at 
199 JlHz. It is 2.24 m long and has a normalized transverse 
acceptance of 0.05n cm-mrad. The RFQ was built and tested in the 
summer of 1983 before the 20 MeV linac was disassembled fat 

modification 

The original 20 MeV proton linac was rebuilt ~1s a two tank heavy 
ion accelerator Operated as a 261 injector before modification, it 
produced a 300 epA carbon and a I epA neon beam The transit time 
factor of 0.19 at the entrance cell of the machine in the 23X mode 
required a gradient of 3.5 MV!m in the iirst few cells. which tapered to 
3 D MV/m at the high energy end of the tank, substantially greater 
than the 2.0 ?vLIV/m design gradient for protons in the 51 mode The 
installation of a new r.f system several years ago permitted these 
very high gradients, which required long bake-in times 

The linac was modified by removing the Yxst 24 drift tubes and 
placing a diaphgrnm at the last removed drift tube, a position 
corresponding to an energy of 800 keV!n in the 23X mode A new 
prestrlpper Alvarez linac, also operating in the 28~ mode was then 
installed upstream of the diaphragm which accelerates the q/A 2 0.14 
beam from 200 keVln at the RFQ exit to 800 keV/n A 20 ugicmd 
carbon foil stripper at the diaphragm raises q/A 2 0.32 A 50 ~g/cma 
aluminum itripper at the end of the linac (5 MeV/nl can be used to 
further raise the charge state 

The 38 drift tubes in the 3 5 m long prestripper linac have d 
uniform diameter of 14.5 cm in a 95 cm diameter tank The g/L ratio 
ranges from 0 169 ir. the tirst cell to 0.202 in the last to maintain the 
individual cell frequency of 199 MIIz. The tank gradient is tilted from 
2 25 to 2.64 )IVl’m along the tank to keep the average gap field about, 
I3 !&Vim throughout the tank and to reduce the r f. defocusing at the 
low energy end. The quadrupoies are divided into three groups, 
corresponding to the three aperture radii of I) 50, 0.65 and 0.80 ,:m, 
with maximum gradients of 12, IO and 8 kCicm over effective lengths 
of 3.8, 4 5 and 6.0 cm Each drift tube is supported hy two stems, with 
coolant circulated in one of them up to but not inside of the drift tube 
itself. Each quadrupole has its own power supply providing up to 35 
amperes pulsed current. The r.f and quadrupoles are pulsed twice a 
second. 

The first gap in the Alvarez prestripper linac is located just 12 cm 
from the end of the RFQ vane The + 15” phase spread of the heam 
from the RFQ increases to x22” over this drift distance In the 12 cm 
drift arc located a vacuum valve, a Faraday cup, a quadrupole and the 
first halfdrift tube of the Alvarez 

The prestripper Alvarez linac is built in the part of the original 
linac tank vacated by the removal of the first 24 drift tubes, extended 
an additional 1 5 m by a new tank section. The original drift tube stem 
mounting holes in the tank wall were sealed shut, and a new set of 
stem mountit~g holes were bored at an angle rotated 22” from the 
location of the original holes. This azimuthally rotated stem 
configuration continues into the new extension tank. The double stem 
drift tuhes in this section are right cylindrical with flat faces. 

The diaphragm contains two half drift tubes with quadrupo!es and 
the stripper cassette. The cassette holds five stripper foils, a Faraday 
cup, and two sets of I&wire grids, one for each plane The total length 
added to the regular cell structure of the linac by the diaphragm 
assembly is only 7 cm, or about one-half a cell length. No transverse or 
longitudinal heam manipulation is required across this transition. 

The second Alvarez tank, the poststripper, consists of the last 51 
cel!s of the original 20 MeV proton linac. In the 261 mode, the transit 
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monixrs the pnwer from this calibrated pickup lr,op 

The prestripper. also with 3 MW ,+I’ power available, shows a 
strong predilection to lock levels, prohahiy due to tile &it face drift 
tube design 35 well as an average X-ray level of about 3 rad/hour 1 
meter from the tank at full gradient. The r f system must supply a 
rapidly rising pulse to break through the lock levels The quadrupoles 
must be activated for reliable operation of the r f. system. breaking up 
some of the Plectron orhit& in the dl,iit tube gapi 

The RFQ, thoroughly characterized in 1983. worked ~wcll when 
installed into the system The previous testing was carried out at cl 
temporary frequency of 202 -I .LIlIz, AS the tinal frequency of the 
Alvarez tanks was not yet known The RFQ is litted with :wo large 
frequency perturbation bars in each quadrant that are attached to the 
base of the vanes and run the full longitudinal distance of the 
machine. These bars were remachined after the final frequency of the 
~\lvarez was known to be 198 96 Mllr. The vane coupling ring+ that. 
tie opposing vanes in the RFQ together render the l?eld distribution 
insensitive to small perturbations, allowing us to make these tinal 
trims easily A loop tuner, inserted into one quadrant of the RFQ 
permits a ? 100 kIIz variation of :he resonant frequency without 
introducing a field variation in the structure This is more than 
sufficient to track any variation in the Alvarez tanks, which has been 
at most a few kilohertz 

Beam Perform- 

The ion source has been in operation since the sprinq of 19845 We 
have measured intensities of 431) pu.4 of Ne+3, 130 pu:\ of Si+d. and 
33 pp.4 of A+i-6 The emittance of these heams is preser,tly about 50% 
larger than the 0 05n cm-mrad normalized acceptance of the RFQ, 
with most of the beam in the U 05n cn-mrad core. 

To date beams of heliilm and neon have been accelerated through 
the linac and Bevatron The expected transmission through the I,EK’I’, 
RFQ, prestripper and p&stripper is expected to be U.8 I 0.7 x 0 9 Y 0.9 
= 0 45 The stripper at 800 keV;n is expected to produce a 95% 
fraction of He+z, and for neon a spectrum of 58% Net?, 32% Ne’a, 
and 7% Ne+s. Our &rst acceleration attempt of He+‘, stripped to 
He+2 in the second Alvarez resulted in ,2n overall particle 
transmission of 33%, which is 77% of the expected transmission. The 
emittance of the ion source is larger than the acceptance of the RFQ, 
so we expect that this is responsible for some of the losses 

A neon beam experiment showed a 25°C overall particle 
transmission, to be compared to 22% - 37’6, depending on the fraction 
of Ne+s and Ne-9 picked up in addition to the normal &Ye+7 
accelerated in the poststripper This indicates >wnewhere hetwwn 60 
and lUO% of expected particle transmission The Ne-8 and Ne+‘a 
components in the poszstripper will emerge with a larger energy 
spread than the i- 2% of t,he Ne + 7 component 

The 95% beam emittance rlt the exit of the ul,jector is 1~.1)8n crm 
mrod normalized Based on these early experiments, it appears that 
the presently demonstrated intensities will be adequate to serve the 
objectives of the Bevalac research program 

time factor increases from 0 36 at the entrance to 0.5.3 at the euit. The 
ratio oftransit time factors in the 23~ mode to the flk mode in these 51 
cells varies from 0 5 to 0.6, requiring a smtll tilt to !.he accelerating 
lield, <tnrting at :X1 >IV/m at the entrance This field is to he 
curnpared to the 3 4 \lV/m at,tained wth reasonable reliability in 26X 
operation before t,he conversion of the injector system, considerably 
greater than the proton design field of 2 U MV/m The drift tubes in 
t,his section have the football-like Christophilos surface shape 

The quadrupolr+ in the poststripper tank are hollow conductor 
solid potepiece maynets originally excited from d.c power supplies 
The grxlithnts required for heavy ion operation in the 28A mode are up 
:o 2 5 times the original prolon design. value The quadrupole was 
fol;nd not tu saturate at these higher excitations, which had less than 
3 5 k&uss at the p<,le tip, hut the cooling capacity was inadequate. It 
was found that the quadrupoles could be ramped to full required tield 
in a few tens ot’ m:lliseconds without apparent field distortion, SO 
pulrttd power supplies were substituted for t.hc d c. supplies, with 12 
unita in series per power supply. The ramp time of 100 milliseconds 
keeps the voltage to ground less than 50 volts on any unit. The one 
pulse ppr second operation has been completely reliable 

The 199 MlIz r f system provines a 0 8 mi!lisecond peak pulse 
power m)f 150 kW to :hc RPQ, 725 kW to the prwtripper and 2 75 \lW 
to the poststripper Alvarez tank twice a second. The low level 
electronics is discussed by Iloward 3 The RFQ is driven hy a 300 kW 

RCA 4616 amplifier. Another chain consists of a 4616 exciting a 
Thompson Houston FTH-515 driver amplifier, which in turn drives 
two F’l’li-515 final amplifiers, one driving each Alvarez tank The 
phase and amplitude balance between the two tanks is controlled by a 
high power trombone phase shifter and variable coupling loops at the 
YI’H-515 driver output The nmplitude stabilization loop is closed on 
the prestripper Alvarez, with the poststripper running open loop. The 
frequency and phase tracking between t,he two tanks is accomplished 
hy a contmuousty active t,uner in the prestripper and by changing the 
master drive frequency The RFQ is tracked indcpendentiy. The 
amplitude variation in all three tanks is less than 1%. This system is a 
reconfigura.tion of available equipment and is a “zero cost” r.f. 
llpg~dt~ 

Linac Operation 

The first unit of this system to operate was the RFQ, which was 
tested in the summer of 19832. Immediately afterward, the 500 kV 
Cockcroft-Walton preinjector was disassembled and the first 24 drift 
tubes renwved from the 20 MeV Alvarez linac. The new fi0 kV ion 
source system and the RFQ were placed in the old preinjector room, 
the Alvarez tank extended 1.5 meters at the low energy end, and the 
diaphragm and 38 new drift tubes installed. Be,im was first 
xcel?r:ated in February 1985 

The pre- and poststripper Alvarez tanks were tuned by monitoring 
the wall magnetic field with 6 and 17 pickups located along them, 
each !oop at the location of an associated tuner. The tuners tf;emselvcs 
xe resonant loops which are rotated perpendicular to their axis, and 
are simpler than the customarily used piston tuners, as no high 
current wall joint is needed The ratio 01‘ wall magnetic field to axial 
electric field is determined computationally: no head pulling was used 
The prestripper is given an 18% tilt, and the poststripper is almost 
flat. The 23 pickup signals are continuously displayed in a histogram 
format The tuneup took only about a day for each tank. 

The peak gradients of 2 64 and 3.1 MVlm in the pre- snd 
poststripper are very high Our previous experience with the original 
linac pressed into 29X operation wth L, peak gradient approaching Y3.5 
MVlm ind!cated that this gradient (could he attained after about two 
weeks of conditioning. Most of the sparking occurred in the first few 
cells ithe ones removed for this upgrxle), resulting in a slow 
destruction of the drift tube face and an accumulation of copper 
“powder” at the bottom of the tank after 12 years of this mode of 
operation. At that time, two 3 MW amplifiers were used to drive the 
tank During reconstruction, the tank wa?: open to air and organic 
materials for over 3 year The poststripper tank came up to full 
gradient in just <I few days of conditioning with one :3 MW amplifier, 
requiring 2.75 MW, with the observt bd power agreeing with the 
predicted level The X-ray levels are in :he tens of miilirad~hour 
r:mye. The power level in the tank is determined by a wall magnetic 
pickup loop, calibrated against a standard level of power into the high 
level drive loop during li low power level test. A precision detector 
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